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Abstract : 
The expected production cost of a power generating system and 

associated reliability indices are estimated by proposed Modified Equivalent 
Energy ~unciibn method (MEEF). The proposed approach uses the daib load 
curves of 'the considered generation power plant,and the actual outage and fuel 
consumpti6ri: rate of generation units. The method calculdtesthe generation 
productioii . .  'cost , hnction, loss of load probability (LOLP), the expectation of 
energy not, 'supplied (EENS), and system minutes (SM). The proliosed method 
takes intobi'consideration the state of operation, load curve variation, the acthal 
fuel cd&mption rate and unit outage rate.  An illustrative . . application is 

. . .  
presented using data of ABU-QIR power plant. 
Key words: probabilistic production cost, equivalent energy method, . . power 
system reliavility. 

1- Introduction : , , 

Power system production cost simulation was mainly tised to simulate 
on cpmputers the power generation management in power system, to foieeast 
the electricity generation and carry out cost analysis is we1l.a~ reliibility 
analysis. The probabilistic production cost simulation (PPCS) consid.&the 
relevant uncertain factors like the future power load random' fluctuation, andlor 
the random outage of generation units in operation. There are many 'simulation 
programs, but these programs differ in h c t u r e  and algoritl ims.~'~h~r;lain 
objectbe of (PPCS) is to be used for planning and also for laying out annual or 
mo&hly 'operation plans for existing power systems. The peribd. for simdation 
could be a week or a day or even an hour, depending upon the specific 
demands. 
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PPCS are usually carried out many times in order to formulate a 
reasonable power production plan or reasonable generation planning scheme. 
There are two proposed algorithms, cumulate method and the equivalent 
energy junction method.[l] 

The Gram-Charalier series or Edgeworth series needs to be used for the 
cumulate method to compute function values and trapezoidal integration when 
checking is carried out. The amount of computation is much higher than that of 
the equivalent energy fimction method. Under some conditions, a generating 
unit may develop some partial faults or faults in some auxiliary equipment. Then 
the output power can not reach the rated capacity and the unit is in de rated 
operation, so a multi-state power generating unit model has to be adopted for 
these situations. Reference [2] stated that the major features that may vary from 
the application of PPCS program than any other program, along the horizontal 
axis are long-range planning, fuel budgeting, operation planning, weekly 
schedules, and allocations of pool savings. 

Reference [3] presented a realistic simulation model for the evaluation of 
generating units variable cost and cost of undelivered energy taking into 
account existing limitations. The model is applied to the IEEE RTS, for 
demonstration. The expected production cost of a multi area power system is 
estimated by constructing a sequence of upper and lower bounds [4]. The 
approach uses a state space characterization of equipment availability and loads, 
combined with network optimization methods and standard load duration curve 
based production costing techniques. 

Reference [5], treated the problem of computing the expected value of 
generating system production costs through a Probabilistic production costing 
modes to forecast the cost of producing electricity. The most frequently used 
model of production costing is the one due to Baleriaux and Booth [6 ] .  It 
provides an analytical formula for the expected production costs by using the 
load duration curve "LDC and the forced outage rates of the generating units. 
This calculation can be quite time-consuming, and therefore many approximate 
methods have been developed to speed up the computations. 

Reference [7], the authors proposed a method to perform probabilistic 
production simulation involving combined heat and fuel consumption (CHP). 
This is done by extending the probabilistic approach for power generation 
simulation to include heat as well. The probabilistic approach is based on two- 
dimensional probability load density functions. 

By convolution of the combined heat and power units, the equivalent 
load functions are obtained and then determined the expected energy generation 
of the units, the expected un-served energy, and the expected overflow. It is 
shown that in (CHP) system a trade of between un-served energy and overflow 
energy is inherent and therefore the analysis is quantitatively different from 



analysis of systems with only power units. Reference [8] the authors proposed a 
technique where the frequency and duration are coupled with the equivalent 
load duration curve (ELDC) mefhod.,, The  paper deals to assess the c0&~1ete 

! ;; 

load-leveling benefits of pumped storage units. 

In this paper, the expected cost of power generating units and associated 
reliability indices are estimated by constructing a modified equivalent energy 
method. The proposed approach takes into account the units outage rate 
operation state, load curve variation, and the actual unit consumption rate. Also, 
the data used are representing real time power generation plant of Abu Qir 
Power plant, in Egypt. 

2-1- Modified Equivalent Energy Function Methods, (MEEF) 

Suppose the power generation load duration curve's probability 
distribution is [I]. 

where T= investigated period 
Dividsthe x (power) axis into sections of Ax lengths 
A discrete energy function can be defined as 

x+Ar  A+& 

E ( J )  = I F(x)& = T If (x)& (2) 
2 .r 

in which 
J = < x / A x > + l  

Here the bracket < > means an integer not greater then x&. 
E(J) corresponds to the area under a section of load curve. If the system max. 
load is x,,, then the corresponding discrete variable is 

The power system total energy is 

The equivalent energy function is an energy function that takes into 
account the influence of the generating unit random outage. Let the generating 
unit "7" is assumed to have a capacity of C, and a forced outage rate of q', the 
equivalent load duration curve f (" (x) can be expressed as 
. f (') (x) = p, pl"' (x) fqiY1) (x-c J (4) 



in which 
p, = 1-9, 

The above equation can be transformed into the corresponding equivalent 
energy hnction according to equation (2) 

x+& 

E (') ( J )  = T 1 f ( I )  ( x ) ~ x  
1 

substituting in equation (4), 

r+br 

E'" ( J )  = T 1 [p ,  f ''-" (x) + q, f "-"(x - c, )]dx 
x 

in which 

K is an integer because x is chosen to be the greatest common factor of all the 
generating unit capacities. 

Assuming that there are "n" generating units in the power system, then 
the expected energy not served (EENS) is, 

EENS = E'"' ( J )  
J>J, 

(6 )  

and the loss of load probability LOLP is, 

LOLP = 
E'"' ( J ,  ) + E'"' (J,, + 1 )  

2TAx 
(7) 

SM index is the ratio of energy loss due to power interruption as a result of 
insufficient system generation capacity over daily max. load. 

SM = EENS /L, minutes (8) 
in which 

L, = the,daily max. load. 

2-2- The Process of "MEEF" 

The Processes of MEEF are as follows : 
1. The primary data needed for the MEEF include load data, power generating 

units, rating, outage rate, he1 consumption rate and he1 price. 
2. Define' the state of operation according to the average fuel consumption rate 

and the priority to share load. 
3. Calculate the actual energy output of each unit according to load-sharing 

order and then the total generated energy (TGE). 
54 



Input Data Unit Rating, Consumption Rate, 
Forced Outage Rate and Daily Loads 

Compute Energy Function E ' O '  
C 

1 Calculate Energy Generated by Each Unit (I;) 

ICalculate ED,, the load energy not sewed by the system 

Choose Ar, then K, = cJAr where c, unit capacity 

C 

Calculate the actual unit generation by 

C 

- .  

Calculate Reliability Indices and Cost Function as 

I-EENS = E m  = C E N ( J )  
JzJN 

3- S. M. = EEMS/Lp where 
Lp is the daily peak ioad 

4- Total Fuel Cost = Total consumed 
fuel multiplied by he1 unit price 

Fig (1) Flow chalt of modified equivalent energy function method (MEEF) 
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4. Compute the total system's fuel consumption and the corresponding cost on 
the basis of every generating unit's energy output. 

The flow chart of the above process is shown in Fig.(l) 

3- Test System and Computational Procedures for the 
MEEF method: 

3-1- Tested Power System 
Abu-Qir thermal power plant located 25 km to the east of Alexandria 

and including five thermal units, their actual fuel consumption rate, power 
ratings and forced outages rate are given in Table (1) based on Jan. and Feb. 
1998 operating conditions. The corresponding load curves are shown in Fig. 
(2) 

Table ( I )  Generating units data 

Unit Rating 

325 

Forced 
Outage rate 

(Idday) 
0.1900 
0.3500 
0.0100 
0.1235 
0.0300 

Load (M.W) 

Consumption rate 7 

Fig. (2) Load curves 

3-2 Computational Procedures 

Among the probable operation states (120) we chose only 5 states that 
shown in table (2). 



Table (2) Operation sequences of the chosen states 

Table (41 ~ajculated reliability indices and production cost (load curve 2) , 
State1 LOLP I EENS I SM I TGE I Cost 

1 1 0.889 1 3152 1 4.26 1 12514 143228 

. % 

Table (3) Calculated reliability indices and cost (load curve 1) 

Table (5 ) Total E n e r v  Generated 
(Jan 1998 & ~e;" 1996) 

I Unit I 1 Jan 1998 1 Feb. 1" 1998 1 

' a  . .  . 
Using the data given in the table (I), the results given in table (3) (4) & 

(5) are obtained-through a computer program. , - . . I :. 

St@e of , 

opetation 
1 
2 
3 .  
4 -  
5 

State 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

4- Results 
Referring to Figure (3), in state 1 ,  when the units 1-4 operated firstly 

and the unit 5. the LOLP is reached 0.889 while in state 2, when the unit 5 is 
operated firstly the LOLP is reached 0.4032 only. 

, , 

LOLP 
0.619 
0.546 
0.546 
0.546 
0.546 

EENS is very low in state 5, its 79.66 Mwh while in state 1 reached 
3 152.79 Mwh, state 2 reached 681.2, state 3&4 reached 526.9, 1064.898 Mwh 
respectively, this is display the importance of both unit size (capacity) , unit fuel 
consumption rate and opportunity synchronizing of units. 

57 

Sequence of units of power 
plant 

,' A - B - C - D - E  
B - C - D - E - A  
C - D - E - A - B  

: D - E - A - B - C  . 

E - A - B - C - D .  

.! 
1': . ' . 
: : ,. 

EENS 
399 
-31 
319 
601 
162 

1. . . . 
. . , : 

., . . . , , , 

' 

.. e . 

SM 
0.500 
-.0388 . 
0.400 
0.754 
0.203 

TGE 
13344 
13775 
1342445113 
13142 
13581 

Cost 
45458 
46516 

43541;; 
44509! 





. - 
Referring to Figure (4), the total energy generated in state 5 rather than 

other states, while it in state 3 higher than 1,2,4 which reflect the importance of 
synchronizing the fuel consumption rate of units. 

The total cost of generated energy affected by the state of quotation, i.e. 
fuel consumption rate, unit iYnchronizing, he1 price and load curve profile. If 
we compare the results in table (3) & table (2), we found a large difference, this 
is due to the variation of load curve of connected loads to the power plant 

Figure (7) illustrate the generating unit energy at Jan. and Feb. " , 1998 
respectively. 

5- Conclusions 

The paper presents a new approach for calculating indices for the 
generating power plant corresponding to the production cost and reliability. The 
process of calculation takes into consideration the actual system data as load 
curve variation, actual fuel consumption rate, the probable sequence of unit 
operation, and the unit outage rate. The program is flexible. By aging of units 
the fuel consumption incremental is changed so the program is able to give the 
actual cost of operating according to that change. 
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